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Stores Borrow Tricks From Online Retailers

Memory mirrors and other technology inside stores are expected to boost customer service
By Esther Fung
Jan. 30, 2018 4:51 p.m. ET

Neiman Marcus uses Intel-based MemoMi device that records makeup application process step-by-step and sends it to the
customer's phone. PHOTO: INTEL CORPORATION

Retailers may be closing some store locations, but the ones they are keeping are embracing
technology to compete with online shopping.
Some stores are bringing in facial-recognition technology to alert salespeople that a customer
in their loyalty program has walked in. Others, tapping into the popularity of how-to videos and
social media, are installing mirrors that double as video screens and cameras to record a
makeup artist's step-by-step application, which then can be sent to the customer's phone.
Still others are fine-tuning inventory management to align workers more closely to traffic
patterns in their stores.
"Retailers are saying, we've done the pruning, now we need the comps to go up," said Mark
Ryski, chief executive officer of Headcount Corp., a company that studies and helps business
with retail traffic and conversion analysis. Comps refer to same-store sales compared with the
previous year.
According to Euromonitor International, a market-research provider, total U.S. store locations
declined by 0.1% in 2017 from a year earlier, the first downturn since 2009.
Because many of the locations closed last year were large-format stores, the volume of retail
real estate space fell by a more sizable 0.6% to 8.52 billion square feet.
"E-commerce has had a profound effect on where consumers are shopping and has compelled
retailers to rethink their business models and fight to maintain market share," said Jim Sullivan
and Otto Aletter of Green Street Advisors' Advisory & Consulting Group in a recent white paper.
"Some retailers are focusing on right-sizing their retail footprint, some are improving in-store
experience and digital integration-and many are attempting to do both."
One of the issues increasingly straining negotiations between retailers and landlords these
days is foot traffic. Retailers have been blaming declining numbers of walk-in traffic for their
weak sales, but landlords say some tenants have neglected store upkeep and should shoulder
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